E BIKE

Thank you for choosing the GO-BIKE M2 folding electric bike.

Reading the manual can help you:
A. Master basic operation of Go-Bike M2.
B. Acquire a safe and enjoyable driving experience, by getting familiar
with the principles of safe driving and complying with the driving
instructions.
C. Understand the structure and composition of M2 and general
maintenance methods.
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1. Horn switch
a. Press the horn switch button, and it will ring.
2. Headlight button
a. Press the headlight button, and it will work.
3. Turn signal light
a. Turn switch to left, and the rear left-turn light will be yellow and blinking.
b. Turn switch to middle, and the turn signal light will stop working.
c. Turn switch to right, and the rear right-turn light will be yellow and blinking.
4. Mode switch
Press the switch to choose mode(assist mode, normal mode, sport mode).
5. Folding handle
a. Pull up folding handle, then you can fold the bike.
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GENERAL MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
CLEANING AND STORAGE
1.Please clean your M2 bike promptly after use,in order to keep the bike in a
best performance status.
2.You can use a soft cloth which much better for cleaning the glasses, and moistened with a
small amount water to clean the bike's body.
3.You can use a cloth to clean the bike tire, however, forbid washing the rear tire which is
motor inside. Dry it with a dry cloth once got cleaned, and set it in a ventilated
place to get it dry to avoid the corrosion of the steel parts.
4.When not in use, keep it dry and have a cool place to store the bike, keep it away from
fire,don’t keep it outside for a long time. Sun exposure and the cold / hot outdoor environment
will get the appearance of the scooter being aged fast.
PRECAUTIONS
1.When cleaning the bike ensure bike is power off, and unplug the charging cable and
wear the charging port cover closely! Otherwise it would cause electric shock or other
serious defectivity.
2.Do not use high-pressure water jets to clean the bike or soaked in water for washing，
that would cause the water came into the body or collected in the bike, which will result in
severe irreparable failure.
3.Do not use alcohol，gasoline kerosene acetone or other corrosive volatile chemical
solvents to clean the body. These substances can damage the exterior and interior of the
bike.

SAFE DRIVING SPECIFICATION

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS

J.Prohibit driving in poor visibility conditions.
K.Prohibit to against other provisions of this manual，especially the contents which
clearly state out in "WARNING" and "CAUTION".

3. CIVILIZATION/SAFE DRIVING PRECAUTIONS
A.Initiatively to understand and comply with local traffic laws when driving the ONEBOT

MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOP SPEED:
CHARGER PARAMETER:

for pedestrians.

INPUT 100-240V 50/60Hz 2.2A(MAX)

OUT PUT 42V 2A

bike，to be civilized driving, keep an eye to the surrounding people and things，in
case of collision.
B.Drive under a controlled condition with a safe speed to yourself and other surrounding
people. keep a safe distance from pedestrians and vehicles and for ready to stop
anytime. C.Keep a good driving habit，avoiding hard acceleration for start and rapid
deceleration braking.
D.Respect the road right o f pedestrians and a voiding underground pedestrians
especially children. When ride behind pedestrians, reminding pedestrians and go through
by deceleration， as far as possible from the left side. Keeping on the right when face to
face with the pedestrians and reduce the speed.
E.Keep a proper safe distance from other drivers to avoid dangers and obstacles.
You should better not ride side by side, unless there is sufficient space on the left

36V 250 / 350 W
25KM/H / 35KM/H

BATTERY PARAMERERS:

36V 8.7/11.6Ah Lithium battery

CHARGING TIME:
MAXIMUM LOAD:
LARGEST TRAVEL :
OVERALL DIM ENSIONS:

3H

:

264LBS
30 Miles
Unfold 1320mm * 619mm * 939mm
Folding 780mm * 345mm * 1200mm

NET WEIGHT: 23KGS

SAFE DRIVING SPECIFICATION

SAFE DRIVING SPECIFICATION

GO-BIKE M2 bike is not only an entertainment equipment but also a transportation

2. STRICTLY PROHIBITED
A.Prohibit to ride on the restricted area which controlled by the country /
regional laws and related management organization.
B.Prohibit to leave one or both hands from the handlebar for riding.
C.Avoid to ride on the occasion which has the risks or not meet the product
use requirements.
D.Prohibited to drive into the motor vehicle lanes (some countries and regions
also not allow the scooter to ride into non-motorized lanes，refer to the local
regulations).

vehicle. Therefore, it is a potential safety hazard for all commuters. Please note:
Once you ride on t he road, even if you operate under a full compliance with
safe driving guide, you may also have t he safety risk caused by other people's
illegal or improper operation to their vehicles. Therefore, it is very important to
keep proper vigilance and safe distance from other vehicles when drive T8.
1. MUST COMPLY
A. Understand and strictly comply with local traffic regulations.
B. Wear helmets and the protectors for knee elbow and wrist before driving.
This is the most effective protection.
C. Check basic situation of M2，and ensure all exposed parts are not loose，
drop or damaged.
D. Make sure that you are in a good condition before driving (awaken not
drinking within six hours no taking sedative or other psychotropic drugs)

E.Do not take a passenger，in particular, the prohibition driving to hold or carry
infants
F.Prohibit children under 14 years old.
G.Prohibit pregnant women，alcoholism，mental patients，heart patients and
disabled persons to drive.
H.Avoid phone calls and other distracting behavior while driving.
I.Avoid driving under the bad weather and road conditions of heavy rain，
snow，icy， water，slippery dirt roads.

